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The Deployment of the Blockchain 
in a Transportation Network
Abstract: The motivation for writing the article was better understanding of opportunities 
from implementation of the blockchain. Although the block chain as a foundational tech-
nology could make the paradigm shift in many industries its successful deployments are 
still in their infancy. The scope of research encompasses business to business transportation 
network for which concept of deployment of blockchain was developed and verified with 
practitioners. The used methods embrace literature review which was the background to 
conduct research including structured interviews, semi structured interviews, unstructured 
interviews, participant and non-participant observation. Supporting the visibility platform 
with consensus achieving as well as scenarios that follow smart contracts are opportunities 
within which blockchain technology can help to unlock value in a transportation network, 
a part of supply chain. Block chain is to be deployed as the part solutions supporting less 
futuristic solutions and the process of deployment the process of adoption will be gradual 
and steady. 
Key words: blockchain, transport, transportation network, digitization, digital technolo-
gies
Introduction
Blockchain has the potential to create new foundations for the economic and so-
cial systems. What makes blockchain technology a paradigm shift is providing 
a network of systems and forcing developers to build applications to work for the 
network. Before introducing blockchain solutions the application to solve business 
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problems was built and then ways to establish connections with other systems to 
share information were looked for. Implementing of blockchain technology means 
decentralization of systems because of no need for intermediaries which affect the 
way how economic and social systems work. Common standards mean that verifi-
cation is being done with consensus of network participants and approval of any 
central body is not necessary. Full visibility and irreversibility of transactions translate 
into benefits for industries within which speed of decisions is necessary. There are 
quite a few of intermediaries, transaction participants dispute on the single version 
of truth, central bodies validate transactions. One of the industries where blockchain 
can make a paradigm shift is transport. With its mechanism of reaching consensus, 
immutability, it provides a single version of truth paving a way to multiple opportu-
nities spotting in terms of waste reduction and customer service improvement.
The article discusses how blockchain could be deployed in a transport network, 
a part of a value chain of one of the multinational companies.
The paper consists of parts as follows: the first section presents the theoretical 
considerations on blockchain technology and identifies its characteristics. The se-
cond section discusses potential applications of blockchain in a business to busi-
ness transport network. The next part covers in-depth coverage of the methodology 
which was used in the research. The findings of the research are a concept of deploy-
ment of blockchain for the European transport network of one of the multinationals.
The assumption taken is that in a network embracing multiple parties inclu-
ding shippers, carriers, consignees, drivers, end customers deploying blockchain 
can help both to execute digital projects which are in the pipeline as well as set 
new standards of working in a transportation loop. Understanding deployment 
opportunities of blockchain in an European transportation network of one of the 
multinational companies is the primary goal of the article. The applied methodo-
logy embraces literature review followed by an analysis of business practice within 
which the author both took a role of researcher and participant in observed pro-
cesses. As a result the conducted research has the attributes of both case study 
analysis and action research.
Background on the blockchain
The blockchain technology originated from combining the multi-disciplinary fields 
of software engineering, distributive computing, cryptographic science, and eco-
nomic game theory [Sultan, Ruhi, Lakhani 2018, p. 49].
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Blockchain is a distributed consensus system. Hereby, blockchain differentiates 
from traditional transaction systems with respect to how it irreversibly stores tran-
saction data. Once verified and stored, there is almost no way to manipulate data 
on the blockchain as changes are nearly immediately reflected in all active copies 
of the ledger across network. Transactions are tracked and combined into blocks, 
each of them with a unique block header, which cryptographically commits to the 
contests of the block, a timestamp and the previous block header [de Kruijff, We-
igand 2017, pp. 2–3]. Each block is linked to the previous one with a cryptographic 
hash. This establishes a link between the blocks, forming a blockchain. A block is 
a data structure which allows to store a list of transactions. Transactions are cre-
ated and exchanged by peers of the blockchain network and modify the state of 
blockchain [Wüst, Gervais 2017, p. 375]. Users can interact with a blockchain by 
using a pair of public and private keys. Miners in a blockchain need to agree on the 
transactions and the order in which they have occurred.
In a broad sense, blockchain can be viewed as a novel decentralized architec-
ture and distributed computing paradigm. It generates data with distributed con-
sensus algorithms, stores data with encrypted chained blocks, and manipulates 
data with self-executed program scripts (i.e. smart contracts) [Yuan, Wang 2016, 
p. 2664].
S. Seebacher and R. Schüritz [2017, p. 3] synthetize definitions of block chain 
from the literature review and explain it as a distributed database, which is shared 
among and agreed upon a peer-to-peer network. It consists of a linked sequence 
of blocks, holding timestamped transactions that are secured by public-key cryp-
tography and verified by the network community. Once an element is appended to 
the blockchain, it cannot be altered, turning a blockchain into an immutable record 
of past activity.
K. Sultan, U, Ruhi and R. Lakhani [2018, p. 54] conceptualize blockchain as 
a decentralized database containing sequential, cryptographical linked blocks of 
digitally signed asset transactions, governed by a consensus model.
Characteristics of the blockchain
Trust in a blockchain is achieved from the interactions between nodes within the 
network. The participants of blockchain network rely on the blockchain network 
itself rather than relying on trusted third-party to facilitate transactions [Xu, Weber, 
Staples et al. 2017, p. 244]. In conventional centralized transaction systems, each 
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transaction needs to be validated through the central trusted agency, inevitably 
resulting in additional cost and performance bottlenecks at the central servers. In 
contrast to the centralized mode, third party is no longer needed in blockchain. 
Consensus algorithms in blockchain are used to maintain data consistency in distri-
buted network [Zheng, Xie, Dai et al. 2017, p. 558]. In a distributed ledger each 
state transition is confirmed by verifiers which can be a restricted set of partici-
pants [Wüst, Gervais, 2017, p. 2]. To produce and maintain decentralized consen-
sus without the need to trust or rely upon a centralized authority, a blockchain is 
designed to reward a community of dispersed “record-keepers” in an incentive-
compatible and typically competitive manner. Many designs in their current forms 
are imperfect, but the trend has improved quickly and substantially enough that 
the challenges are not insurmountable, and the basic functionality that blockchain 
provides is clear [Cong, He 2018, p. 9]. Blockchain is spread as peer-to-peer de-
centralized network in which every node retains the final updated version of it. 
A blockchain is stored in a file that can be accessed and copied by any node on the 
network [Sultan, Ruhi, Lakhani 2018, p. 55]. The blockchain consensus mechanisms 
embrace proof of work, proof of stake, proof of elapsed time, federated Byzantine 
Fault Tolerance [Crosby, Pattanayak, Verma et al. 2016, pp. 112–125]. The mecha-
nism of consensus relying on network participants translate into one of the main 
characteristics of blockchain, namely decentralization. 
If data is contained in a committed transaction it will eventually become immu-
table in practice. The immutable chain of cryptographically-signed historical tran-
sactions provides non repudiation of stored data [Xu, Weber, Staples et. al. 2017, p. 
243]. Blockchain is a permanent and tamper proof; once a block is added it cannot 
be altered. This creates trust in the transaction record [Sultan, Ruhi, Lakhani 2018, 
p. 53]. The immutability is pointed as the next main attribute of blokchain.
Another characteristic of the blockchain technology is smart contracts. A smart 
contract is executable code that runs on the blockchain to facilitate, execute and 
enforce the terms of an agreement. The main aim of a smart contract is to automa-
tically execute the terms of an agreement once the specified conditions are met. 
Thus, smart contracts promise low transaction fees compared to traditional systems 
that require a trusted third party to enforce and execute the terms of an agreement 
[Alharby, van Moorsel 2017, p. 127]. A smart contract is an “autonomous agent” sto-
red in the blockchain, encoded as part of a “creation” transaction that introduces a 
contract to the blockchain [Luu, Chu, Hobor 2016, p. 3]. Smart contracts are digital 
contracts allowing terms contingent on decentralized consensus that are self-en-
forcing and tamper-proof through automated execution [Luu, Chu, Hobor 2016, 
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p. 11]. A smart contract is an automatable and enforceable agreement. Automata-
ble by computer, although some parts may require human input and control. 
They are enforceable either by legal enforcement of rights and obligations or 
via tamper-proof execution of computer code [Clack, Bakshi, Braine 2016, p. 2].
Smart contracts have a unique address in a blockchain (i.e. they are in a block 
with a hash that identifies it). A smart contract can be triggered in a transaction by 
indicating the address on the blockchain. It is executed independently and auto-
matically in a prescribed manner on every node in the network, according to the 
data contained in the triggered transaction [Santos et al. 2016, pp. 513–524]. Once 
a smart contract is embedded in the blockchain it becomes an autonomous agent 
that is permanently tamperproof. An application reads the code when performing 
a transaction, then executes and processes results. The smart contract, when trig-
gered, transacts value based on digital assets. Utility is captured in code and stored 
on the blockchain. This code is executed when a predetermined condition occurs 
[Sultan, Ruhi, Lakhani 2018, pp. 51, 55].
Block chain applications in a transportation network
Since the fundamental use-case for blockchain technology is to drive greater transpa-
rency and substantiate accuracy of transaction data across the digital information 
ecosystem, potential applications of such technology are practically endless [Sultan, 
Ruhi, Lakhani 2018, p. 51]. However, early proof of concept ideas pursued by large 
corporations inevitably focus on traceability and most of them are executed either 
within single enterprise [Di Ciccio et al. 2018, pp. 56–68] or within that enterprise 
private community of established suppliers; [Hirbli 2018, pp. 20–55, Bocek, Rodri-
gues, Strasser, Stiller 2017, pp. 772–777, Francisco, Swanson 2018, pp. 1–13, Biswas, 
Muthukkumarasamy 2017, pp. 1–7]. The early efforts to implement block chain tech-
nology in a transport network is aligned with categorization embracing different 
transformation stages. The latter will require different levels of collaboration and 
consensus, as well as legislative and regulatory efforts. Four transformation phases 
of blockchain applications in logistics namely: single use, localization, substitution, 
transformation, enable monitoring, tracking, tracing in-house transports as well as 
effective tracking of fleet and vehicle and performance history is classified under the 
single use [Dobrovnik, Herold, Fürst, Kummer 2018, p. 8].
The further phases increasingly involve customers, network participants, exe-
cuting transactions by using hashes instead of physical documents, making load 
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boards more reliable, reducing risk in regard to fraud or counterfeit goods, suppor-
ting use of Internet of Things devices for vehicle to vehicle communication [Dobro-
vnik, Herold, Fürst, Kummer 2018, p. 7]. 
Maersk and IBM claim that their solution can digitize the end-to-end supply 
chain processes and help manage and track the paper trail of tens of millions of 
shipping containers across the world. Firstly, a blockchain system has the ability to 
place shipping documents on a shared ledger which enables the parties involved 
in the transportation process such as the: exporter, importer, freight forwarder, 
carrier, port, and customs authority to view entire progress of the shipment. Fur-
thermore, blockchain’s inherently immutability allows the real – time exchange of 
documents while making sure that they have not been tampered with. Consequ-
ently, Maersk and IBM claim this new degree of transparency in operations would 
speed up the industry’s business processes and improve inventory management, 
further cutting down frauds, costs and delays. Moreover, blockchain is also thought 
to reduce the threat of cyber security since it is extremely resilient to hacking [Di 
Gregorio, Nustad, Constantiou 2016, p. 26].
H. Nach and R. Ghilal [2017, p. 6] note that blockchain is well suited to automate 
the demurrage process in the logistics industry. The use of smart contracts in the 
demurrage claim process improves cash collection, eliminates the costs of legal 
pursuits and saves partner relationships. It also provides an unalterable transactio-
nal record facilitating auditing. All events, such as term agreements, shipments, or 
payments can be traced back and the likelihood of erroneous events is minimized.
R. Rajbhandari [2018, p. 24] believes that blockchain’s value propositions are 
attractive in use cases where high confidence in immutability is required or when 
economic risk is high in the event of information corruption. Because blockchain is 
a “trustless” platform, it will certainly reduce administrative fees expected of these 
parties for transaction verifications or even remove them entirely. Implementation 
of blockchain technology in transportation will mostly focus on applying the abo-
vementioned value propositions in order to reduce or remove third party costs, 
reducing risk of single point of failure (Internet of Things, automated vehicle), and 
increase transparency (i.e. supply chain, asset transfer).
Maersk and IBM claim that their solution based on the blockchain can digitize 
the end-to-end supply chain processes and help manage and track the paper trail 
of tens of millions of shipping containers across the world. Speed to transfer of 
ownership of documents, cost of transfer, improved inventory management, fur-
ther cutting down frauds, costs and delays are amongst the benefits from Maersk 
and IBM blockchain-based platform.
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Methodology of research
The practical part of research was conducted in the in-house logistics control tower 
of one of multinational companies. For this reason, the analysis is conducted from 
the perspective of a shipper. Control tower operation centre is an insourced entity 
responsible for organizing transport from suppliers, factories and distribution cen-
tres. The logistics part of the centre is called in-house control tower embracing non 
operations and operations parts. The control tower scope embraces transport for 
900 loading places, 58 factories, 300 co-packers, 110 primary and secondary ware-
houses; 30 thousands ship-to locations by customers.
The applied methods include: structured interviews, semi structured interviews, 
unstructured interviews, participant and non-participant observation, intervention 
in a process. The concept of block chain deployment in a transportation network 
was presented to senior stakeholders of supply chain Europe in a face-to-face mode. 
An important advantage of conducted methodology was a single, double, triple 
feedback loop covering which is difficult to accumulate during ad hoc interviews 
when interviewers share superficial insights depending on their willingness and re-
adiness to distribute information and knowledge. On the other hand, involvement 
of a researcher in an investigated process impacts the outcomes because of a view 
of the world, mental model and pattern of thinking of a researcher.
In terms of digitalization maturity, control tower operation centre is on the start 
of its journey. The ongoing work is automation of processes between transport 
management system and SAP. This in turn should accelerate the digitization pro-
cess. In terms of digitization there are three live streams including deploying digital 
freight matching, implementing visibility platform, and enabling robotic process 
automation processes. Ensuring visibility and integration is the first step of digitali-
zation of the whole value chain.
Blockchain for transportation network – concept 
of deployment
The concept of deployment of blockchain addresses the digitalization maturity 
and problems to solve. The main issue is visibility on the key performance indi-
cators including on time delivery and on time collection. Missing visibility on per-
formance of carriers results in internal customers issues which are mirrored with 
poor service of internal customers including factories as well as end customers. As 
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there is no single version of truth amongst parties involved in the shipment pro-
cess, time can be considered wasted on finding out where the shipment is. No 
single version of truth translates into exceptions and informal practices in order 
to make the operations work. Exceptions attract over 80% of attention, stress and 
workload for parties involved (demurrage, additional distance). Informal practices 
lead to very fragile supply chain depending on people and their relationships ma-
king any change difficult and risky. This also means missing overview on perfor-
mance of transport service providers which translates into convenient long term 
relationships between shipper and carrier within which, despite annual tender 
process, changes of carriers are infrequent. The addressed solution for these issu-
es was to implement visibility platform to deliver updated in real time statuses of 
shipments as well as expected time of arrival. However, missing consensus amon-
gst transport planners in factories, customer service specialist in the control tower, 
transport service providers, drivers, end customers in line with low percentage of 
tracked shipments implicated the little use of the visibility platform and no working 
effects of that. Reaching consensus on where the shipment is and what is on time 
delivery and on time collection requires not only real time visibility (figure 1). This 
also involves mechanism for accepting statuses by all parties involved. The deploy-
ment of blockchain addresses the issue of insufficient trust amongst parties in 
a decentralized transportation network.
Once transaction is entered in the database and the accounts are updated the 
records cannot be altered. This in turn translates into full visibility of asset transac-
tions history. Mechanism of reaching consensus amongst transport planners in so-
urcing units, customer service specialist, transport service providers paves the way 
to control once internal commitments and contractual agreements are fulfilled.
Editor with benefit of experience of exception flows among many shippers and 
carriers enables to achieve such standardization easily, simply because the com-
mercial implications of exceptions are made transparent and are automated witho-
ut a need for further human intervention.
On top of that, portable and immutable reputation scores of TSP translate into 
higher transparency and clear view which TSPs deliver the best performance . 
Building score mechanism allows to feed smart contracts with smart bidding 
agent – a bot that can execute instruction to find lowest cost carrier or driver.
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Figure 1. The concept of working in digital loop enabled by blockchain
Source: own elaboration.
Underlying asset is shipments and on the shared ledger check-in and check-out ti-
mestamps are entered, loading and unloading times, detention charges and penalty 
charges. Statuses like “picked up” and “delivered” should be accepted by block chain 
participants. In order to make improvements with blockchain visibility platform work, 
a new capability should be reflected with dashboards within which each transaction is 
irreversible and can be followed by transport planners in the sourcing units, customer 
service specialist in the control tower, transport service providers, drivers, and end cu-
stomers. Shipment turns into digital asset powered by smart contract that auto-execu-
tes the payment on valid delivery. The visibility platform based on the blockchain sho-
uld be also expanded with smart contract capability. The latter would allow creating 
portable and immutable reputation scores based on execution of smart contracts. Dri-
ver will carry immutable and portable reputation score on various criteria that with spe-
cific ranks/scores will progressively unlock additional business opportunities for him. 
As a result of digitized performance, record and corresponding reputation score on the 
platform drivers will be able to join certain spot shipment bids directly, if so configured 
by shippers and carriers who have preference for direct payment to a driver. Adding 
scenarios on detention costs with smart contracts would allow to have control on it. 
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For example, X hours of delay may result in -y% of freight, damage/loss of certain cargo 
can be calculated automatically as per liability terms and cargo value etc. The other 
idea with smart contracts is to optimize the routes and once a truck leaves the route the 
notifications are sent to transport service providers. The live tracking of temperature 
according to contract requirements is also to enable by smart contracts. Smart contract 
can enable more disciplined and automated execution of transport operations, redu-
cing reliance on ad hoc decisions of human operators. Smart contracts can perform the 
role of smart bidding agent, if so required, instead of pre-assigning a specific subcon-
tractor authorized user can choose from various bidding/auction mechanisms to let 
specific set of subcontractors to compete for specific shipment or set of shipments (pe-
riodical assignment). Over time smart bots can self-optimize to find best bidders and 
secure capacity within their operation limits pre-set. Deployment of smart contracts in 
transport scenario enables to automate majority of the work performed by humans, 
often without consistency, solid logic and compliance with formally made agreements.
The process encompassing flow of events amongst all involved parties (figure 
2) displays where the block chain technology can support the visibility platform.
Figure 2. General flow of events supporting based on blockchain visibility 
platform from the shipper perspective.
Source: own elaboration.
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The visibility platform can be extended with functionalities on accepting the sta-
tuses, displaying the detention costs and sending notifications when trucks leave 
the optimal route.
Conclusions 
One of the main concerns of stakeholders when discussing the concept of deploy-
ment of blockchain was once data from blockchain platform could feed in back 
SAP and transport management systems. The other one was missing best practices 
from the industry. On top of that, involved stakeholders claim the blockchain tech-
nology is too futuristic and requires substantial change management in order to 
be implemented.
Supporting the visibility platform with achieving consensus as well as scenarios 
that follow smart contracts are opportunities within which blockchain technology 
can help to unlock value in a transportation network. The assumption that block-
chain can help to execute digital projects which are in the pipeline was partially 
proved, however, setting new standards of working in a transportation loop is still 
far from becoming reality because of too challenging change management.
The process of adoption will be gradual and steady, not sudden, as waves of 
technological and institutional change gain momentum. The first steps of adopting 
blockchain are covered in the article. Enhancing visibility platform is an opportunity 
with which blockchain could support business to business transportation network. 
Building systems on blockchain is non-trivial due to the steep learning curve 
of the blockchain technology. Blockchain requires new skills to implement of any 
technology area. On top of that adopting common standards is the challenge 
which blockchain needs to face in the future.
Blockchain with its core concepts of distributed ledger, consensus-based vali-
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